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Christian Villages Destroyed and Begging for Freedom

Collected by the 21st Century Wilberforce Initiative, February 2016
Tags: Nigeria, Boko Haram, Destroyed Village
Christians across Bauchi State in northern Nigeria are part of a religious minority that often live in
the forgotten shadows of discrimination and persecution.
Dr. Mark Obori lives in one community in the southern portion of the state that had a population of
approximately 10,000. This particular community was the hub for a local area of twenty villages
that had roughly another 10,000 people. The majority of these 20,000 people are Christian.
In March 2011, Boko Haram swept through the outlying twenty villages, attacking and destroying
the communities as they moved forward. This created an overnight influx into the main community
of around 10,000 people seeking refuge from the terrorism and violence. During this attack on the
twenty villages that displaced 10,000 people, 818 homes were burned, 153 were killed, 200 were
wounded and 32 churches were destroyed.
In the last five years, no one from the government or from any Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
humanitarian organization has offered any help or assistance. In fact, when the Local Government
Area formed a committee to resettle those affected by Boko Haram, this entire community with
10,000 Christian IDPs was excluded. Moreover, since 2011, the area that had been occupied by the
twenty villages has been rezoned into dedicated grazing territory for Fulani pastoralists preventing
the possibility of resettlement and virtually eradicating the history and existence of those Christian
communities. Dr. Obori lamented:
We have been left to the mercy of God ... The issue of resettling Christian IDPs is an issue
for us. A lot of money has come in for resettling IDPs, but Christians are exempted from
this. They are not included in the process. Are we not part of Nigeria? ... Why the
marginalization? Why are we being silenced?
Another individual in southern Bauchi State described how his particular village of 5,000 is virtually
entirely Christian. Despite legal requirements to provide local voting, there is not one polling
station in the entire community. The closest polling station is in the next community three miles
away, but the sole connecting road is firmly controlled by Boko Haram, thus effectively leaving this
Christian community virtually excluded from the political process and further marginalized. His
request, “Please free us.”

A University Student Stoned for His Faith

Collected by the 21st Century Wilberforce Initiative, June 2014
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Eritrea is one of the most brutal oppressors of Christianity, and has the reputation of being “The
North Korea of Africa.” The country is led by a dictator who holds to a radical secular ideology that
believes all religions should be removed. While all nations therefore face marginalization and
oppression, evangelical Christianity is particularly targeted. Scholars estimate that perhaps as many
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as 2,000-3,000 individuals are incarcerated for their faith in Eritrea. Many of these are imprisoned
in brutal circumstances including in metal shipping containers that heat with the rising of the sun
each day.
The following story is of a university student named Semere who was stoned for his evangelical
faith in Jesus. These are his words:
During college I was vocal about my Christian faith. In my first year of college, a group of us
Christians met to pray. Once after six of us had met in a house for prayer, we went outside
and were surprised to discover that a mob had gathered and been waiting for us in a
nearby field. The mob of mostly Muslim and Orthodox college students began to accost us
in that open field. They began throwing stones at us. While most of my group tried to run
away, I was hit on the back of my head by a stone. I lay there seriously bleeding in the field
from 7 P.M. until 1 A.M. Eventually, I was able to get up and go for help. Sadly, I was the
only man in that group to survive the stoning mostly unscathed. One of the young men
became mentally ill after the stoning. This event lead the college to dismiss me for a year
because of my Christian beliefs.
After being expelled for a year by the college for his Christian faith, because there are few other
options within Eritrea, Semere eventually returned to that same college to finish his degree.
Although he was able to graduate he continued to face challenge and opposition even after he
received a fulltime job. Eventually he was forced to flee as a refugee to Ethiopia. At the time of the
interview, Semere had been living for a few years as a refugee unemployed and in extraordinarily
harsh conditions. However, his commitment to Christ remained high and he continued to remain
involved in the one church in the refugee camp.
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